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Affiliations 2003-01-01

it s not what you know but who you know it s not what you do but where you do it underlying such facile assertions there lies at least a little truth and for academics a complex web of relationships academic
affiliations confer value and identity on individuals disciplines and institutions they have a formative and formidable role in determining the status and self image of academics and institutions the subtleties and implications
of such a system in personal and professional terms are the subject of this timely and thought provoking volume here writers from all walks of academic life interweave personal experiences and critical insights to reveal
the inner workings of affiliation in contemporary academic culture these essays take up topics ranging from scholars attitudes toward their affiliated institutions to publishing in academic journals from the phenomenon of
the academic star system to activism among tenured professors from the perils of crossing disciplinary boundaries to the merits of mentoring through affiliation together they offer a frank firsthand view of the ways and
means and the uses and abuses of affiliation in higher education today a view that is sure to provoke discussion throughout academia

Physical Affiliations of the Oneota Peoples 1975

two major essays on the dynamics of social organization by the great german philosopher and social theorist georg simmel

Conflict And The Web Of Group Affiliations 2010-06-15

where do political identities come from how do they change over time and what is their impact on political life this book explores these and related questions in a globalizing world where the nation state is being
transformed definitions of citizenship are evolving in unprecedented ways and people s interests and identities are taking on new local regional transnational cosmopolitan and even imperial configurations pre eminent
scholars examine the changing character of identities affiliations and allegiances in a variety of contexts the evolving character of the european union and its member countries the balkans and other new democracies of the
post 1989 world and debates about citizenship and cultural identity in the modern west these essays are essential reading for anyone interested in the political and intellectual ferment that surrounds debates about
political membership and attachment and will be of interest to students and scholars in the social sciences humanities and law

Foreign-flag Affiliations of Subsidized Operations 1959

first published in 2018 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Foreign-flag Affiliations of Subsidized Operators 1959

this book examines the biological especially the neural substrates of affiliation and related social behaviors affiliation refers to social behaviors that bring individuals closer together this includes such associations as
attachment parent offspring interactions pair bonding and the building of coalitions affiliations provide a social matrix within which other behaviors including reproduction and aggression may occur while reproduction and
aggression also reduce the distance between individuals their expression is regulated in part by the positive social fabric of affiliative behavior until recently researchers have paid little attention to the regulatory
physiology and neural processes that subserve affiliative behaviors the integrative approach in this book reflects the constructive interactions between those who study behavior in the context of natural history and
evolution and those who study the nervous system the book contains the partial proceedings of a conference of the same title held in washington dc in 1996 the full proceedings was published as part of the annals of the
york academy of sciences

Identities, Affiliations, and Allegiances 2007-08-02

scientists around the world have either abandoned their breakthrough medical research and disappeared or mysteriously died before finishing their work but no one knows about it they can t be connected that changes when a
doctor working for one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in the world sends out a simple company email now matthews pharmaceuticals employees who have opened the email are turning up dead steven knows he s
bound to be next not only did he open the email he copied the attachment to a usb stick not that he can understand the strange chemical formulas found on it but he knows he has something important as he runs for his life
steven connects with others being targeted by matthews they now have a common goal to find out what is on that usb stick what is big pharma hiding what is so important that they are willing to kill
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Filiation And Affiliation 2018-02-23

originally published in 1995 creation and evolution in the early american scientific affiliation is the tenth volume in the series creationism in twentieth century america reissued in 2021 the volume comprises of original
primary sources from the american science affiliation a group formed following an invitation from the president of the moody bible institute in chicago in answer to the perceived need for an academic society for american
evangelical scientists to explicate the relationship between science and faith the society confronted the debate between creation and evolution head on leaving a paper trail documenting their thoughts and struggles this
diverse and expansive collection includes 53 selections that appeared during the organisation s first two decades and focuses on the encounter between science and american evangelicalism in the twentieth century in
particular the debates surrounding the ever increasing preference for evolutionary theory the collection will be of especial interest to natural historians and theologians as well as academics of philosophy and history

The Integrative Neurobiology of Affiliation 1999

this book draws on studies that quantify the link between individual development and organizational value creation strengthening this link is key to building a strong sense of affiliation and a more productive workforce
the author provides frameworks for characterizing the workforce listening to the organization using inclusion as a key differentiator and applying mathematical modeling techniques to explore and quantify related areas
we are entering an era when it makes sense to move away from mere retention strategies of control and toward more mutually beneficial strategies of affiliation this trend can be traced to the recognition of the knowledge
worker s influence and the value of human capital in today s economy to succeed in this emerging work world organizational leaders and human resource professionals must create new relationships with individuals built
around the concept of affiliation this will mean changed roles and behaviors that respect mutual interests and will require a culture of inclusion expressed internally through workforce diversity externally through
workforce partnerships at a community level through philanthropy and globally through the pursuit of a greater good

Cultural Affiliation and Lineal Descent of Chumash Peoples in the Channel Islands and the Santa Monica Mountains 1999

interdisciplinary collaboration calls attention to a serious need to study the problems and processes of interdisciplinary inquiry to reflect on the current state of scientific knowledge regarding interdisciplinary
collaboration and to encourage research that studies interdisciplinary cognition in relation to the ecological contexts in which it occurs it contains reflections and research on interdisciplinarity found in a number of
different contexts by practitioners and scientists from a number of disciplines and several chapters represent attempts by cognitive scientists to look critically at the cognitive science enterprise itself representing all of
the seven disciplines listed in the official logo of the cognitive science society and its journal anthropology artificial intelligence education linguistics neuroscience philosophy and psychology this book is divided into three
parts part i sets the stage by providing three broad overviews of literature and theory on interdisciplinary research and education part ii examines varied forms of interdisciplinarity in situ rather than the more traditional
macrolevel interview or survey approaches to studying group work part iii consists of noted cognitive scientists who reflect on their experiences and turn the analytical lenses of their own disciplines to the critical
examination of cognitive science itself as a case study in interdisciplinary collaboration interdisciplinary collaboration is intended for scholars at the graduate level and beyond in cognitive science and education

Affiliation 2023-07-25

this is a timely book that fills the gap in the study of chinese overseas and their religions in the global context rich in ethnographic materials this is the first comprehensive book that shows the transnational religious
networks among the chinese of different nationalities and between the chinese overseas and the regions in china the book highlights diverse religious traditions including chinese popular religion buddhism christianity and islam
and discusses inter cultural influences on religions their localization their significance to cultural belonging and the transnational nature of religious affiliations and networking contents chinese religious traditions and
living in the diaspora the mazu worship on the island of java myra sidharta state and chinese religions in indonesia confucianism tridharma and buddhism during the suharto rule and after leo suryadinata under the buddha s
shadow buddhism and the chinese in myanmar duan ying teaching about qi knowledge transmission among chinese ethnic practitioners of traditional chinese medicine in the united states emily s wu localization and chinese
religious traditions syncretism as religious identity chinese religious culture in the philippines aristotle c dy and teresita ang see datuk kong worship and chinese religion in malaysia reflections of syncretism pragmatism and
inclusiveness lee yok fee and chin yee mun christianity islam and the chinese overseas religious affiliation and propensity to christianity of chinese in canada eva xiaoling li and peter s li between catholicism and evangelism the
peruvian chinese community isabelle lausent herrera overseas chinese protestant churches in japan changes as witnessed from their stance toward christian mission activities kainei mori junus jahja and chinese indonesian
muslims in indonesia chiou syuan yuan religious affiliations and transnational networks japanese buddhism and chinese sub ethnic culture instances of a chinese buddhist organization from shantou to vietnam satohiro
serizawa transnational ritual practices among the chinese migrants in spain irene masdeu torruella ancestral god locality god and chinese transnational pilgrimage tan chee beng readership scholars postgraduate students
and general public who are interested in the study of chinese overseas particularly with reference to religious affiliation key features first comprehensive book that describes chinese overseas from the perspective of
religious affiliationshows the connection between china and the chinese overseas through religious networkskeywords chinese overseas overseas chinese religions migration and religious affiliation transnational religious
networks chinese and christianity
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Creation and Evolution in the Early American Scientific Affiliation 2021-10-17

this engaging book demonstrates shakespeare s abiding interest in the theatrical potential of the christian resurrection from the dead in fourteen of shakespeare s plays characters who have been lost sometimes for years
suddenly reappear seemingly returning from the dead in the classical recognition scene such moments are explained away in naturalistic terms a character was lost at sea but survived or abducted and escaped and so on
shakespeare never invalidates such explanations but in his manipulation of classical conventions he parallels these moments with the recognition scenes from the gospels repeatedly evoking christ s resurrection from the
dead benson s close study of the plays as well as the classical and biblical sources that shakespeare fuses into his recognition scenes clearly elucidates the ways in which the playwright explored his abiding interest in the
human desire to transcend death and to live reunited and reconciled with others in his manipulation of resurrection imagery shakespeare conflates the material with the immaterial the religious with the secular and the
sacred with the profane

Money Trust Investigation 1913

techniques technologies and applications the arts and sciences of interrogating criminal suspects their victims and the witnesses to their crimes sounds exciting don� t it ad� ver� sa� � ial � �oooooh � kind� a gets you
all tingly wow and doesn� t it just set you to thinking about gladiators locked in the deadly dance of hand to hand combat secrets takes you through the entire process of interrogation from start to finish but if you
were expecting � waterboarding� and other inefficient methods of torture � forget it the adversarial interview not only works but it� s legal

The Journal of American Folklore 1890

more than 150 key social issues confronting the united states today are covered in this eight volume set from abortion and adoption to capital punishment and corporate crime from obesity and organized crime to
sweatshops and xenophobia

Guide for Fee-for-service Medical Groups on Affiliation with Health Maintenance Organizations 1983

the practice of affiliating the female child with the mother and the male child with the father was considered a rare and inexplicable practice in papua new guinean ethnography at the time the original data was collected
some forty years ago marta rohatynskyj undertakes a shift in her analytical concepts of kinship studies to reveal the deep seated disjuncture between female and male that this practice represents the author argues that
this practice is associated with a totemic animistic ontology and has currency in a particular type of melanesian society

Growing Up in Affiliation with a Religious Community 2018

integrating significant advances in motivation science that have occurred over the last two decades this volume thoroughly examines the ways in which motivation interacts with social developmental and emotional
processes as well as personality more generally the handbook comprises 39 clearly written chapters from leaders in the field cutting edge theory and research is presented on core psychological motives such as the need
for esteem security consistency and achievement motivational systems that arise to address these fundamental needs the process and consequences of goal pursuit including the role of individual differences and contextual
moderators and implications for personal well being and interpersonal and intergroup relations

Affiliations, Aliens, and Other Profitable Pursuits 2002-10-30

today s firms are increasingly embedded in networks of alliances that influence their behavior and performance ranjay gulati examines the network resources that arise from these ties how successful firms manage these and
how they influence strategy access to resources and perceptions of a firm s legitimacy

Affiliation in the Workplace 2014-04-04

an assessment of trinitarian thought in the two hundred year old stone campbell movement including suggestions for ways in which the renewal of trinitarian doctrine can revitalize the church s life and mission throughout
its history the stone campbell movement has noticeably neglected trinitarian doctrine prohibiting a biblical understanding of god as trinity from significantly impacting the movement s churches this book attempts to rectify
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this weakness in three ways first a focus on the trinitarian positions of thomas campbell alexander campbell and barton w stone sheds new light on the early shapers of the movement second the book lays out specific ways
in which the movement would benefit by a biblically grounded trinitarianism and the contributions of contemporary trinitarian theologians and third it presents a plan for the advancement of biblical trinitarian doctrine
among stone campbell churches significant contributions of this study include the most thorough examination to date of trinitarian doctrine in stone campbell thought an original presentation of the historical theology
that stands behind the trinitarian positions of thomas campbell alexander campbell and barton w stone and a fresh proposal regarding the roots of barton stone s quasi arianism

Interdisciplinary Collaboration 2014-08-20

a desire for status has brought ondry and liam to a human world to trade but dealing with humans has brought up all the old pain in liam s heart even though ondry would do anything to protect his beloved palteia he
doesn t know how to protect liam from himself worse ondry isn t sure how to shield liam from the shifting politics on the rownt ship where the calti grandmothers are nothing like the ones they left behind on the planet with
everything in their lives changing ondry and liam have only each other if ondry can t find a way to defend liam from the ghosts of the past and overcome the impossibly short life span of a human their small family might be
over long before either of them is ready to let go ondry has always been a dominant and possessive rownt and with liam in danger those traits are necessary as he challenges the world to protect his lover

After Migration and Religious Affiliation 1934

illustrating recent advances in data mining problems and encompassing both original research results and practical development experience this work contains papers from a september 2004 conference contributions from
academia and industry are grouped in sections on text and web mining techniques such as clustering and categorization applications in business industry and government and applications in customer relationship management
material presented here will be of interest to researchers and application developers working in areas such as statistics knowledge acquisition data analysis it data visualization and business and industry the us office of
wit press is computational mechanics annotation 2004 book news inc portland or booknews com

Commissioner of Internal Revenue V. Hales 1878

The Law and Practice of Orders of Affiliation, and Proceedings in Bastardy 1854

The Law and Practice of Orders of Affiliation and proceedings in Bastardy ... Second edition 1920

Railway Carmen's Journal 2009-10-07

Shakespearean Resurrection 2010-01-06

Secrets of the Adversarial Interview 2015-03-04

Social Issues in America 1954
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The Rhodes-Livingstone Papers 1982

Expansion of the Affiliation of the Murfreesboro VA Medical Center and Meharry Medical College 2022-10-14

�mie Sex Affiliation 1913

pt.23-29; hearings of January 16 to February 26, 1913, including majority and minority reports [62 Cong., 3d sess. House. Rept.1593 1891

Report of the Royal Commission on Strikes 2013-12-09

Handbook of Motivation Science 2007-03-15

Managing Network Resources 2015-05-10

The Trinity in the Stone-Campbell Movement 1968

Ideologies of Physician Groups Contending for Power Within the Medical Profession 1987

Expanded Abstracts with Biographies 2018-05-19

Affiliations, Aliens, and Other Profitable Pursuits 1952

A Study of Group Affiliations and Other Leisure Time Activities of 100 Fourteen-year-old Students at George Washington High School, January
1952 2013
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